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UNIVERSITY POLITICS
Yesterday we hosted a general assembly for all students at the philosophical faculty, regarding
the topic of the reorganization. The chancellor, president and some other persons from different
councils were present to answer your questions. Here is a short overview of the most important facts:
The two new faculties will be the faculty of social and educational sciences and the faculty of
humanities and cultural studies. They will be splitted alongside the departments of the professorships
and the courses will be grouped to the department, where the professorships who do the main part
of the education, are located. In a paper from the dean you can find a brief overview of how this will
look like. The two following semesters will be used to complete the changes, which means that during
this time the now existing panels will take over all the work. In the wintersemester 2023/24 the new
committees should be prepared to start off their work and both faculties then have their own committees.
For us as students, there will hardly be any changes and the goal is that there no problems for the
continuing of your studies as well. Your contact persons will stay the same as now, which means
that e.g. the study deans or the coordinators of our studies are the ones to contact also in the
future. We hope that you were given the opportunity to ask your questions in the assembly and got
satisfying answers and that you are now informed a little better about the reorganization of our faculty
than before! If you have any questions or doubts, you can just contact us through all our channels.

NEWS FROM YOUR REPRESENTATIVES
On the 6th of July we had our university elections, where you had the possibility to vote your student
representation for the faculty council. This year 9,7 % of the students of our faculty voted, which is around
1,5% more than last year. Thanks to everybody for taking part in the election and for your trust in us!
As board of the student representation at the faculty you chose Johanna, Max, Melina and Lilly.
Next year they will represent you and your interests in the different committees of our faculty.
You can also vote for the Student Council Award for Good Teaching until tomorrow.
We are excited about your decision und will inform you about the winners on our plattforms!

EVENTS
The chairs of Anglistics and Americanisms and we as student representatives again organized the
Midsummer Nights Readings. This event took place on the 12th of july. There were many different
contributions in the spectrum from music to poems. We hope you enjoyed the evening! We want
to thank all the participants that contributed something to make this event great and funny. A
special thank you goes out to the university group of Amnesty International, who sold drinks.
Moreover, last Saturday at the Ortsspitze we had the “student‘s day” where many student
groups and representatives created an interesting and diverse programm with theater
performances or childhood-games to play. We hope you had fun and liked the programme!

BREAKING
NEWS
The exam phase
begins on Monday
– we wish you a
lot of success and
the best of luck!

